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This is an article on quantum foundations and logic: we explore the extent to
which the principles of classical modal logic can be applied to fully quantum settings. Modal logic models our reasoning in multi-agent problems, and allows us
to solve puzzles like the muddy children paradox. The Frauchiger-Renner thought
experiment highlighted fundamental problems in applying classical reasoning when
quantum agents are involved; we take it as a guiding example to test the axioms of
classical modal logic. In doing so, we find a problem in the original formulation of the
theorem: a missing assumption about unitarity of evolution is necessary to derive a
contradiction and prove the theorem. Adding this assumption clarifies how different
interpretations of quantum theory fit in, i.e., which properties they violate. Finally,
we show that most of the axioms of classical modal logic break down in quantum
settings, and make suggestions to generalize them.

Draco said out loud, “I notice that I am confused.”
Your strength as a rationalist is your ability to be more confused by fiction than by
reality...
Draco was confused.
Therefore, something he believed was fiction.
Eliezer Yudkowsky, Harry Potter and the Methods of Rationality

1 Introduction
When we talk of paradoxes in science and maths, we can usually boil the discussion down to
an arising contradiction between two or more statements. These statements are necessarily
associated with the agents that deduce them, who could either be an external reader or explicit
participants in the setup of the paradox. These agents start from shared and private prior
knowledge of some facts, and along the course of the experiment apply rules to combine these
facts with what they experience, and thus arrive to a contradiction. In other words, the agents
have to apply a certain logic to conduct their reasoning. This type of classical argumentation is
illustrated in various logical puzzles — see Example 1.
Example 1 (Classical hat puzzle.) Three wise people stand in a line. A hat is put on each
of their heads. They are told that each of these hats was selected from a group of five hats: two
black hats and three white hats. Arren, standing at the front of the line, can’t see either of the
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